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EH HOME OF THE YEAR EDITOR’S NOTE

GOING FOR THE GOLD
E
LEVEN YEARS AND ELECTRONIC HOUSE IS STILL GOING STRONG with its
annual Home of the Year contest—an awards program intended to
showcase some of the smartest homes on the planet. There was no

shortage of amazing entries submitted by home systems integrators to the

2016 Home of the Year judging panel, making it more difficult than ever to
select Gold, Silver, and Bronze recipients in nine different categories. After
thorough discussion and debate, winners were ultimately chosen—based on
the high level of innovation, creativity, and customization demonstrated in
the design and installation of smart systems into stunningly beautiful and
brainy homes.
In this special issue of Electronic House, we pay special tribute to the
Gold winners of the following categories:
u

Smart Home, more than $150,000

u

Smart Home, less than $150,000

u

Home Theater, $150,000+

u

Home Theater, $75,000-$150,000

u

Home Theater, $25,000-$75,000

u

Multipurpose Entertainment Room

u

Outdoor Entertainment Area

u

Unique Space

u

Before & After

Inside, you’ll see a wide variety of homes—all sizes, price ranges, styles, and ages. There are
beachfront vacation properties where the ability to monitor and control systems remotely was a
must for their owners, as well as residences whose electronics cater to the busy lifestyles of active
families. You’ll also read about an outdoor entertainment system that rises up from the ground and
a barn from the 1800s that was transformed into a high-tech living space for owners eager to live
off the grid.
Based on the range of homes feature in our Gold Home of the Year issue, it’s no wonder
more people than ever are choosing to smarten up their homes by adding intelligent thermostats,
dimmable lighting, Internet-connected security cameras, integrated management systems, and
more. No matter what the needs, the budget, or the lifestyle, anyone can benefit from having smart
products and systems added to their home. It’s a gold-winning formula for greater convenience,
efficiency, and fun, so we hope these award-winning projects offer the inspiration you need to add
some IQ to your own home.
—Lisa Montgomery
lmontgomery@ehpub.com
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HOME THEATER OVER $150,000

UNLEASHING THE A/V Power

Turbo-charged home theater delivers big, bold entertainment from
best-in-class projector, screen, and Auro-3D speakers.

D

AVID KEPKE, PRESIDENT OF MULTIMEDIA RESOURCE GROUP INC.,
of Chappaqua, N.Y., believes that there are three pillars for any
successful high-performance media room or home theater: room

structure, equipment, and power. Sadly, homeowners often see power
as a low priority when it comes to their wish list, he says. It’s one of the
most misunderstood components that all too often requires a “sell” to the
homeowner or gets cut when budgets are squeezed.
So, why then does power make up one-third of Kepke’s list of essential elements for a high-performance system? “Because if you don’t have
good power, you can’t possibly have a good system,” he explains. “Everything we see and hear is essentially modulated power. So, it’s important
that you start any system with clean power.”

CLEAN & MEAN
As with most Multimedia Resource Group projects, equipment from
Torus Power does the honors in this award-winning home theater,
providing clean, isolated power to every component in the room. The
product engineers at Torus guided Kepke through the process of selecting a wall-mounted balanced power isolation transformer unit (WM45-BAL-AVR-TVSS), which offers transient voltage surge suppression,
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SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT
Video Projector: SIM2
Projection Screen: Seymour
Screen Excellence
Surround-Sound Processor:
Datasat
Speakers: Pro Audio Technology
Power Conditioning/Protection:
Torus Power
Control: Crestron
Lighting Control: Crestron
Acoustical Treatments: Kinetics
Noise Control
Seating: Cineak
HIGHLIGHTS
◆ Pure, clean power fuels
custom-designed theater
efficiently
◆ Auro-3D audio captivates
moviegoers
◆ Expert soundproofing sets
theater apart from the rest
of the house, sonically and
structurally

THE PROFESSIONALS
Systems Design & Installation
Multimedia Resource Group
Chappaqua, N.Y.
www.mrgcustom.com
Architect
Soper Babcock & Associates
Greenwich, Conn.
www.soperbabcock.com
Builder
RR Builders
New Canaan, Conn.
www.rrbuilders.com
Video Calibration
Kevin Miller, ISFTV
East Patchogue, N.Y.
www.isftv.com
Audio Calibration
Paul Hales, Pro Audio
Technology
Lake Forest, Calif.
www.proaudiotechnology.com
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HOME THEATER OVER $150,000
meaning it responds in less than five nanoseconds to power surges up
to 80,000 amps, thereby offering outstanding protection of connected
equipment. The wall-mounted form factor not only saved rack space,
it allowed the electricians to complete their wiring and clean up before
Kepke and his team installed the equipment rack. “I didn’t want to bring
in the rack and equipment until the space was dust-free,” says Kepke.
The Torus Power wall-mounted isolation transformer feeds clean
power to the multiple Pro Audio Technology amps and speakers. “These
speakers are extremely dynamic and neutral, so basically whatever you
put into them, you are getting out of them. They offer really tight bass
and great dynamics,” says Kepke. With these speakers, the homeowners
can enjoy the latest in surround-sound technology—Auro-3D. Like
Dolby Atmos and DTS:X, Auro-3D employs the placement of speakers
above and around you to more accurately replicate realistic audio in the
room.

DYNAMIC 3D AUDIO
When it came to installing the Pro Audio Technology speakers in the
appropriate configuration for three dimensions of Auro-3D sound, Kepke had to address an existing steel beam that stretched across the back of
the room. It caused the height of the ceiling to be lower than expected,
and influenced the proportions of the wall panels. With the speakers
located in the wall panels and behind the projection screen, Kepke had
to make sure there was enough separation between the main speaker
channels and the Auro-3D channels. He consulted extensively with both
Auro-3D and Pro Audio Technology, and they collectively determined
that there was indeed enough ceiling height to meet the correct specifications.
Processing all of this 3D audio is a Datasat RS20i—a professional
audio system designed for high-end private cinemas. Its input/output
capacity exceeds what would traditionally be required for most home
cinemas, but the ability to fine-tune each channel is a huge benefit for
systems of any size. “From the initial configuration, it was clear that this
unit was unlike anything else I’ve used to date,” says Kepke. “The audio
quality is so pure, even familiar content sounds different, bigger, more
pristine.”

PANORAMIC, SHAPE-SHIFTING VIDEO
Kepke didn’t route the video signals through the Datasat unit, opting
instead for a Lumagen video processor to send video from the home
theater components to a SIM2 SuperLumis projector. The projector is
outfitted with an anamorphic lens, giving the homeowner aspect-ratio
control over content shining onto the acoustically transparent 2.35:1
(CinemaScope) Seymour Screen Excellence screen, which can mask to a
narrower 16:9 aspect ratio.

EFFORTLESS OPERATION & CONTROL
A Crestron MC3 processor manages the audio and video equipment,
plus 11 zones of Crestron lighting—all of which is controllable via a
Crestron touchscreen. The homeowners can pick the appropriate mode
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for a desired activity, whether it’s watching a movie, intermission, or

the icing on the acoustical cake. The intricate details and alterations of

reading. Kepke designed the user interface on the touchscreen to be sim-

plane aid in the acoustic performance of the room. Installed between

ple for anyone in the house to engage various functions. With the touch

each column is acoustically transparent fabric, behind which resides four

of a finger, the homeowner can view content from Verizon Fios, a movie

inches of Fiberglass and air space. Kepke isolated the room from the rest

on the Oppo Digital Blu-ray Disc player, Apple TV, or the Kaleidescape

of the home by using a double wall structure and installing two layers of

movie server.

QuietRock sheetrock and a layer of Acoustiblok sound-deadening material. When everything was complete, video guru Kevin Miller, president

CALIBRATED, DECORATED, AND SOUNDPROOF

of ISFTV, East Patchogue, N.Y., calibrated the video to ensure a killer

As for the look and feel of the theater, the homeowner was very involved

on-screen image, while Pro Audio Technology’s Paul Hales calibrated

in the selection of the comfortable Cineak Ferrier seats with dual mo-

the audio. The result: incredible.

torized headrests and footrests. He worked directly with Kepke and his

“When you execute these new three-dimensional surround-sound

team to customize the seats so they did not include the diamond pattern

formats properly, the sound is truly like nothing else you’ve heard,” says

typical of this model on the armrest.

Kepke. In the end, it was Multimedia Resource Group’s strict adherence

The gorgeous millwork is largely attributable to the architect, who

to Kepke’s three pillars of a truly great room that helped make this the-

spent hundreds of hours crafting its stunning details. All of the ma-

ater a success—structure, equipment, and clean, isolated power to feed

hogany woodwork is more than just a pretty face, however; it’s actually

the system and provide a difference you can see and hear. EH
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